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The story of Salt Lake City transit is continued in this issue; 
Part II on Salt Lake City Lines. Versare 306 in SLCL orange & 
cream passes the Hotel Utah in this 1944 scene. The SLCL's emblem 
is faintly visible in the lower pane l ahead of the exit. 
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SALT LAKE C ITV 
PART II 

Sa It Lake City Lines 

The January issue of Motor Coach Age presented the history 
of the Utah Light & Traction Co . This issue continues the 
history of transit in Salt Lake City , but first , some ad
ditions and corrections to Part I: 

On page 8 of the January issue , the map legend should be 
corrected -- the labels for gas bus vs. electric coach 
were inadvertently interchanged . 

Next , the reference on page 9 to the conversion date of 
the Versare electric coaches to single- axle confi gurat i on 
is incorrect. As shown in the table on page 13, the first 
coach was taken out of service in 1929 and the last re
turned to service in 1931; most of the coaches were modi 
fied during 1930 . Axles were changed on each coach sever 
al times while attempting to solve the problem of break
age . However , the conversion to single rear axle was ac
complished during the dates shown in the table on page 13. 

We are fortunate to have found a photograph of the Twin 
Coach demonstrator showing the Fageol brothers ' original 
design (~). fNf.t- 't 

On page 11 , we somehow reversed the conversion dates of 
the Wasatch Springs and West Temple lines . Wasatch 
Springs was changed over on November 23 , 1930 , and West 
Temple on December 6 , 1931. Woolley referred to the Wa 
satch Springs line as Warm Springs line . 

More information has come to hand on conversion of the 
Sandy line (page 19) . Since this was a heavily used route 
the change created the requirement for a large bus pur 
chase . West announced that the company had approved the 
purchase of 18 new Utility Coach buses. In fact , the first 
four had already successfully replaced street car service 
on Route 15--South 8th West and 16--Poplar Grove during 
July. The additional 14 were for conversion of Route 12 
and this was carried out in January of 1934. 

--**--

Pacific City Lines purchased the transit operations of 
UL&T . The UL&T retained ownership of power facilities 
which had been l eased to Utah Power & Light in 1915. On 
December 31, 1944, UP&L assumed ownership of these UL&T 
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assets (along with responsibility for remaining UL&T 
liabilities) and then UL&T ceased to exist. Thus UL&T 
sold only its transit operations to PCL. Both UL&T and 
UP&L were owned, through a subsidiary, by Electric Bond 
& Share Co. 

At the time that Pacific City Lines purchased the transit 
operations of UL&T, it was an Oakland-based holding com
pany which controlled 12 properties in 3 western states -
Montana, Washington and Califonria . PCL's wartime earn
ings allowed the purchase of the Salt Lake property just 
a few months after acquisition of the utility-owned tran
si t system in Sacramento, the capital of another western 
state, California. National City Lines had held a sub
stantial interest in PCL but had relinquished control dur
ing a major refinancing in 1940. Management and operating 
methods were, however, little changed, and except for 
equipment numbering practices, there were few external 
differences between PCL and NCL properties. 

When ownership changed , Dale W. Barratt became assistant 
general manager of Salt Lake City Lines. Barratt had 
started with UL&T in 1934 as a streetcar operator, soon 
advancing to dispatcher and supervisor . In 1936, he was 
put in charge of traffic and scheduling and later became 
superintendent of transportation. Dale Barratt's fortunes 

Above , The Fageols sent demonstrator 399 to 
Salt Lake City in an attempt to gain an elec
tric coach order from UL&T . They succeeded , 
but not until they had moved the rear door 
ahead of the rear axle and added dynamic 
braking . Compare with the photo of 402 on p. 
9 of Part I . --Utah Power & Light Co. 

Left , Salt Lake City Lines repainted its 
electric coaches into PCL/NCL orange and cream 
divided by a thin black stripe . The colors 
were the same as the buses , but the design 
was much less intricate. Cincinnati 315 waits 
to go into service on the 7 line in 1944. 
Faintly visible is the SLCL logo midway along 
the lower panel . --Rai lway Neg . Ex. 
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would remain intertwined with those of Salt Lake City 
Lines until it would cease to exist some 36 years after 
he piloted his first streetcar. 

Given the wartime conditions and the strains on public 
transit, there was little that Salt Lake City Lines 
could do immediately to improve services. There were 
things, however, that could be done to impress on the 
public that a new management had taken over and had 
good intentions. 

General manager Glen Stanley stated to the newspapers 
that a new logo and a new paint job of orange and white 
with black trim would be applied to all buses as soon as 
possible. New concrete benches painted orange were pro
cured and placed at bus stops, and new buses began to 
arrive in the form of one TG-4006 and 14 TG-4007, deliv
ered between September and December 1944. 

Adjustments in routes and schedules from the 1943 pattern 
were made. Some had been instituted by UL&T, while others 
were SLCL changes. It should also be noted that deter
mining changes in the various routes with respect to the 
areas served has been reasonably easy. Determining which 
lines were through-routed is another matter. It appears 
that there were frequent changes in such pairings, es
pecially under UL&T. 

A number of routings in the downtown were changed, probably 
as a result of changes in pairings of through-routed lines. 

Route 10 - Sugar House/ Highland Drive, which had had two 
branches in the vicinity of Sugar House, was rerouted to 
eliminate the branches, while still serving the same areas. 
It was also extended west along 33rd South from 11th East 
to 9th East. 

A new Route 18 - Fairgrounds was established to serve part 
of the area previously reached by Route 19 - West 4th North. 
In the same area, service on route 18 - Airport was changed 
from a 15 minute headway to hourly service. 

Route 16, which had earlier served the Ordnance Plant, was 
cut back to its former territory and was given its old name 
of Poplar Grove. Route 17 - West 2nd South was extended to 
Redwood Road, on which it ran south to 21st South, serving 
the area formerly reached by route 16. 

Salt Lake City's first diesels, 16 model TD-4007, arrived 
in April of 1945. Later in the year streetcar service came 
to an unplanned end. This occurred as the result of a heavy 
cloudburst on August 19th, which washed out some track. 
Since for all practical purposes the war was over, there 
seemed no real reason to repair the damage, and the eight 
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Left, Work car 013 , rebuilt by UL&T from the singular 
Model 21 Twin Coach , continued to ply the rails until 
abandonment of trolley service in the City LiIEs era . 
Compare this with the photo of bus 50 in Part I. This 
car is painted in the early SLCL scheme of orange and 
cream with thin black stripe , just like Cincinnati 
No. 315 on the previous page. --Warren Miller collection 

Below, UL&T equipment operated well into the City Lines 
erc1as shown by 137, a 1938 Yellow Coach model 733 , 
snapped at the garage in March , 1948. Note the electric 
left hand turn signal and special route number boards, 
features added by City Lines. This bus is in the "new" 
PCL/NCL paint scheme of orange, green and white, adopted 
about this time. --Bill Shipler , from R . A. Burrowes 

remaining streetcars were retired. Route 5 buses returned 
to the downtown area. 

Airway Motor Coach Lines was purchased and merge d into SLCL 
on March 1, 1946, once again unifying urban transit in Salt 
Lake City. The transaction included 23 buses, operating 
rights and other assets; the purchase price was $125,000. 
April brought 30 new model TD-3609 buses, presumably to re
place the Airway equipment as well as some of the oldest 
UL&T buses. 

During the spring of 1946, National City Lines once aga in 
obtained voting control of its former affilliate, PCL, and 
equipment soon began to appear in the familair yellow, 
green and white colors which were to characterize NCL and 
PCL buses for many years to come. 

The arrival of a second group of 30 model 3609 buses in 
July allowed the abandonment of trolley coach service. On 
September 21, 1946, poles were pulled for the last time on 
what had been the first large-scale use of the trolley bus 
in North America. This was at a time when other cities were 
converting their transit systems to the TC. The system had 
been well engineered; the equipment was durable. Of the 26 
original electric coaches, all were still on hand in 1944. 
When service ceased, the oldest coaches -- the Versares -
were over 18 years of age. 

In 1947 the PCL practice of numbering equipment by year of 
purchase was stopped, and a new route numbering system was 
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in place as well. The old system had in a sense numbered 
destinations, rather than routes. On through-routed lines , 
vehicles carried one number while running in one direction 
and another when returning. In the new system the same num
ber would show in both directions. Names of destinations 

were little changed. 

Following is a summary of the new system. The new route 
numbers appear at the left: 

1 - Combination of 1 - 9th Ave. and 2 - 6th Ave., 
paired with 6 - 15th and 17th East. 

2 - Former 23 - State Capitol. 
3 - Third Avenue - No change. 
4 - South Temple/Fort Douglas. No change. 
5 - Pairing of 5 - East 1st South/13th East/19th 

East with 10 - State Street. 
6 - Veterans and L.D.S. Hospital. Previously un

numbered. No change. 
7 - Former 7 - 9th East paired with 11 - East 4th. 

These had been TC routes paired since 1929. no 
change. 

8 - Through-routing of 8 - 7th East with 10 - Sugar 
House/Highland Drive. These two routes over
lapped on their southern ends between 9th and 
11th East on 33rd South, but apparently did not 
operate as a loop. Route S's two branches 
reappeared south of 21th South. 

9 - East 21st South. No change, except that evening 
and Sunday service ran only on 21st South be
tween 11th East and 23rd East and did not enter 
downtown. 

10 - Combination of 19 - West 4th North and 18 -
Fairgrounds paired with 15 - South 8th West 
and 16 - Poplar Grove. There were some re-rout
ings on the outer ends of these lines, along 
with some rush hour extensions. 

11 - Former 17 - West 2nd South. 
12 - Former 18 - Airport 
13 - Former 13 - South West Temple through-routed 

with 21 - Wasatch Springs. This had been an 
electric coach pairing. 

14 - Former 14 - South 2nd West through-routed with 
22 - Center Street. 

15 - East Mill Creek. The former Airway Motor Coach 
route with three branches serving the expand
ing area southeast of the city. 

16 - Holladay. During rush hours operates as far as 
62nd South. 

17 - Union. Service to 78th South. 
18 - Murray /Midvale/Sandy. 
19 - Riverton. Service to 144th South. 

Under the new system Routes 1 through 14 had been Salt 
Lake City Lines service, and 15 - 19 were former Airway 
Motor Coach routes. The dividing line between SLCL and 
Airway had been 33rd South. 

Top, Another view of an ex-UL&T bus, TG-2706 number 
265 shows off its new orange, green and white paint 
job in March 1948. To the best of our knowledge, 
Salt Lake City Lines did not renumber any of the buses 
acquired with the purchase of the transit property of 

UL&T. --Bill Shipler, collection of R. A. Burrowes 

Right, This photo of Ford Transit number 1618 is 
a slight mystery. The 1000 series number identifies 
it as an ex-Stockton bus, and the second digit 
denotes 26-p. But how many came from Stockton (which 
used the same numbers again for GM buses) and why 
SLCL applied its number but didn't change the "1" 
to a "3" is unknown. It's posed in front of the 
SLCL garage in March, 1948. Also unknown and not in 
our roster are the Fords from Airway Motor Coach. 

-- Bill Shipler, collection of R. A. Burrowes 
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Except for the former electric coach routes, it is not poss
ible to say which through-routings represent new pairings 
and which were unchanged in the renumbering. 

With a few modifications, this route pattern would remain 
in place until 1970. At first, changes were mostly to accom
odate the growth of the city in a southeasterly direction, 
and then in later years they were designed to cover more 
territory with fewer buses, reflecting losses of ridership. 

Ridership had topped out at 33,000,000 in 1946. As new cars 
became available after the war, fewer and fewer residents 
used the buses. Between 1947 and 1952 patronage dropped at 
a rate of about five per cent a year, with a drop of 15 per 
cent in 1950. It then dropped 28 percent between 1953 and 
1956. Finally by 1958 it seemed to level out at about 
12,000,000, where it held for several years. 

From this time on, the history of Salt Lake City Lines would 
be one of constantly declining patronage until the sale in 
1970 to the Utah Transit Authority. 

Equipment replacement continued. Thirty new TDH-4008 and 15 
TDH-4507 buses arrived in September and October 1947. Even 
with the decline in patronage after the war, some of the 
UL&T buses were still on the property. They would remain in 
service for at least another year. 

By January of 1948, NCL had liquidated the securities of 
Pacific City Lines, but PCL continued as a separate entity 
to administer the eight remaining western properties. In 
March, the equipment of each subsidiary was renumbered into 
a scheme where the first digit identified the property and 
the second digit, the capacity of the bus. Salt Lake City 
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Lines' equipment received the prefix "3" and all remaining 
postwar buses were renumbered accordingly, in some cases 
duplicating the numbers of NCL equipment. 

The year 1948 saw Route 4 - South Temple given a more cir
cuitous route to Fort Douglas in order to better serve the 
area east of 13th East, including the University of Utah. 
By 1952 alternate buses on Route 3 - Third Avenue served 
the Shriner's Hospital. The 13th East branch of Route 5 was 
extended to 3150 South and the 19th East branch now reached 
east along 21st South to Wyoming. The 9th East leg of Route 
7 now ended at 33rd South. Route 9 - East 21st South, was 
discontinued. Its route was adequately served by other 
lines. 

Both ends of Route 10 were extended. In the northwest, both 
the West 4th North and Fairgrounds lines were extended to 
serve new suburbs. At the opposite end of the route South 
8th West now reached Redwood Road and 21st South. Route 11 
--West 2nd South, which had previously served this area, 
was discontinued. 

Route 12 - Airport buses were rerouted from North Temple to 
leave downtown via 2nd South to Redwood Road, then north 

Left, Salt Lake received 30 TDH-4008 buses in September 
1947. 4723 still carries its original number; it would 
becorre part of the 3032-3061 series in the sping of 1948. 

Right, Salt Lake City Lines received its last TDH-4512 
buses in September 1959. 3794 is numbered in the NCL 
sequence as were all buses bought after 1953. 
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One of SLCL's original 
TG-4007 buses, 3013 had 
been repainted from the 
orange and cream scheme 
to the orange , green 
and white, and rebuilt 
with a 6-71 diesel engine 
by the time this photo 
was taken in June 1959. 
The large black numbers 
of the PCL network have 
also been replaced with 
NCL's gold numbers. 

on Redwood Road to North Temple, where they turned west 
again to 23rd West and the Airport. Some continued north on 
Redwood to 4th North. 

Dale Barratt had left Salt Lake City in 1945 to manage 
the newly-acquired PCL property at Spokane. He returnen to 
Salt Lake City as manager during 1950, and when NCL realign
ed control of its western properties, he became a regional 
manager, responsible for Spokane as well as Salt Lake City. 

Five new TDH-4509 buses arrived in September of 1951 par
tially replacing TD-3609 models shipped to other NCL -
controlled properties. They were further bolstered in 1952 
by 25 refurbished TD-4502 and eight TD-4505 buses from Los 
Angeles Transit Lines, also controlled by NCL. Some of the 
model 4505 did not stay long, being transferred almost im
mediately to Long Beach. Buses acquired after this time 
were numbered in the NCL, rather than PCL, equipment ser
ies sequence. 

Additional TD-3609 buses were subsequently transferred to 
other NCL properties leaving 29 among a fleet of 122 buses 
in 1954. In Febraury of 1955, Dale Barratt once again left 
Salt Lake City, this time to succeed his long-time friend 
and associate Skip Pratt as president of the Baltimore 
Tr an sit Co., also an NCL holding. 

By 1955 more route changes were in place. Route 18, which 
served State Street below 33rd South as far as Murray, with 
branches beyond to Midvale and Sandy, was combined with 5 -
State Street. Route 7 - 9th East now extended to 11th and 
Elgin. Its opposite end (4th East) now reached 27th South 
and 3rd East via 21St South, 3rd East, 24th South, 5th East, 
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ROSTER OF BUSES 

SALT LAKE CITY LINES 1944 - 1970 

Buses purchased 
the renumbering 

(1) 
(14) 
(16) 

by Salt Lake City Lines from Utah Light & Traction, April 27, 1944, and new buses purchased prior to 
in February, 1945: 

ex UL&T: 20-24, 40, 43, 47, 59-79, 80-96, 101-148, 201, 251-286, 501-516 (147 gas buses) 
300-311, 315-321, 399-405 (26 electric coaches) 

GM 
GM 
GM 

(and eight streetcars) 
TG-4006 180 
TG-4007 131-134,271-280 
TD-4007 224-239 

40 
40 
40 

1944 
1944 
1945 

conv. to diesel 
conv. to diesel 

Note: Buses delivered prior to February, 1945 on some PCL properties were numbered according to the system previously 
in use there; thus the first 15 gas GM's might have been 600's. Similar buses on California properties were in the 
900's, so that possibility also exists. The former UL&T buses were not renumbered. 

--**--
Buses renumbered in February, 1945 or acquired prior to March, 1948: 

4426 GM TG-4006 180 40 1944 prior number ? 
4427-4440 GM TG-4007 131-134, 271-280 40 1944 prior number ? 

(16) GM TD-4007 224-239 40 1945 prior number ? 
4501-4530 GM TD-3609 056-085 36 1946 
4637-4666 GM TD-3609 189-190,218-245 36 1946 
4701-4730 GM TDH-4008 589-618 40 194 7 

(15) GM TDH-4507 1634-1648 45 1947 

Note: These number groups were part of a system-wide Pacific City Lines scheme in which the first two digits represent 
the year of the order. 

Buses renumbered March, 1948 or acquired prior to the 1953 National City Lines administration: 

3001 GM TG-4006 180 40 1944 Re// from 4426 
3002-3015 GM TG-4007 131-134, 271-280 40 1944 Rell from 4427-4440 
3016-3031 GM TD-4007 224-239 40 1945 Rell from ? 
3601-3630 GM TD-3609 056-085 36 1946 Rell from 4501-4530 
3631-3660 GM TD-3609 189-190,218-245 36 1946 Rell from 4637-4666 
3032-3061 GM TDH-4008 589-618 40 1947 Rell from 4701-4730 
3501-3515 GM TDH-4507 1634-1648 45 1947 Rell from? 
3516-3520 GM TDH-4509 1787-1791 45 1951 
3521 - 3545 Yellow TD-4502 215,216,218-220,222,223,229, 45 1940 (1952) LATL 6005,6006,6008-6010,6012, 

232,234,001,002,009,012,013, 6013,6019,6022,6024-6026,6033, 
020,021,025,026,035,040-042, 6036,6037,6044,6045,6049,6050 
045,048 (sequence unknown) 6059,6064-6066,6069,6072. 

3546-3553 Yellow TD-4505 ? 45 1942 (1952) LATL ? (Los Angeles Transit Lines) 

Note: These number groups were part of a PCL scheme whereby the first digit represented the system; in this case, "3" 
denot ed Salt Lake City Lines. The second digit represented the capacity of the bus, i.e. 0 = 40, 5 = 45, and 6 = 36. 
SLCL buses above did not get NCL numbers after 1953 if they stayed in Salt Lake City. If they were transferred to other 
NCL properties, as some were, they were put into the sequential NCL system at that time. 

--**--
Buses acquired after 1953 and put into sequentialNCL numbering scheme: 

3774-3778 GM 
3779-3788 GM 
3789-3793 GM 
3794-3798 GM 
4035-4039 GM 
4040-4049 GM 

5101-5140 GM 

TDH-4509 2222-2226 45 
TDH-4512 257-266 45 
TDH-4512 2658-2662 45 
TDH-4512 2813-2817 45 
TDH-4517 1178-1182 45 
TDH-4517 1398-1407 45 

TDH-5103 316,010,085,041,077,314,097, 48 
098,321,110,102,107,308,101, 
089,103,106,096,lll,560,079, 
117,115,326,021,566,116,053, 
579,022,013,018,019,017,020, 
006,090,112,118,587. 

1952 (1956) Northern Indiana Transit, same nos. 
1953 (1956) Northern Indiana Transit, same nos. 
1958 
1958 
1961 
1962 

1959-51 (1969) SCRTD 2839,2709,2794,2740,2776, 
2837,2796,2797,2844,2809,2801, 
2806,2831,2800,2788,2802,2805, 
2795,2810,2858,2778,2816,2814, 
2849,2720,2864,2815,2752,2877, 
2721,2712,2717,2718,2716,2719, 
2705,2789,2811,2817,2885. 

SLCL to UTA, August 1970: 3775,3777,3778,3789-3798, 4035-4049, 5101-5140 (68 buses) 

Note: A group of Ford Transit Buses, presumed to be former Stockton buses, and the buses acquired from Airway Motor 
Coach, also presumed to be mostly Fords, are not shown. Information on these has not yet been uncovered. 
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and 27th South. On Route 8 - Sugar House/Highland Drive 
the Sugar House branch was discontinued, and the line's 
designation changed to "11th East." 

Route 10 - West 4th North was redesignated "North 5th West" 
reviving a name that had disappeared at the beginning of 
World War II, when Routes 18 and 19 were combined. The 
reason for the name reversion is somewhat hard to under
stand, as the routing itself was unchanged, and still ran 
over the eight blocks on West 4th North and the four 
blocks on Nor th 5th West as it had done before. 

There were major changes in Route 15. It was renamed "East 
Mill Creek/Canyon Rim." At its eastern end the three 
branches were replaced by two serving approximately the 
same area. One retained the "East Mill Creek" designation. 
The second was named "Canyon Rim." Its exit from downtown 
was shifted from Main Street one block west to West Temple, 
and Route 13 - South West Temple was discontinued. At its 
northern end, Route 15 absorbed the Wasatch Springs port ion 
of Route 13. It now ended at 15th North and Beck, instead 
of looping in the downtown area. 

Fifteen more used buses appeared in 1956, sent from North
ern Indiana Transit, recently acquired by NCL. The five 
TDH-4509 and ten TDH-4512 buses were welcome additions. 
Between 1958 and 1962 ten new TDH-4512 and fifteen new TDH-
4517 buses arrived. The TDH-4512 types replaced the 10 
South Bend buses which were transferred to Spokane. The 
average age of the fleet, however, was 14 years, and it 
continued to rise, reaching 18 years in 1968. The TDH-
4517 buses would be the last new equipment for Salt Lake 
City under NCL management. The fleet stabilized at about 
110 buses during the mid-1960's. 

Dale Barratt had acquired Lake Shore Motor Coach Lines 

Top left, Salt Lake City Lines' first diesels were 
16 model TD-4007 GM buses including 3024, snapped in 
front of the garage in June 1959. --E. L. Tomberlin 

Top right, The Salt Lake system received 25 TD-4502 
model GM buses dating from 1940 during 1952. The 
buses came fresh from the Los Angeles Transit Lines' 
South Park shops where they had been reconditioned 
and repainted. --E. L. Tomberlin 

Right, Bus 3510, one of 10 1947 model TDH-4507 
buses is shown in the two-tone green colors of the 
1960's. --Gerald L. Squier 
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(which ran between Salt Lake City and Ogden) as a personal 
investment while he was at Salt Lake City in 1954, and he 
retained it after he moved on to Baltimore. He left there 
to become president of the troubled Eastern Mass. Street 
Railway in May of 1961. During the next year, he was in
strumental in the Eastern Mass. purchase of the neigh
boring Union Street Railway Co. (New Bedford, Mass.) from 
local interests. 

In 1965, Barratt sold Lake Shore to Salt Lake City Lines, 
which soon disposed of the shops and garage in order to 
consolidate operations at its own facilities. The Lake 
Shore fleet was still maintained in its own colors,and the 
line was run independently from SLCL operations. On busy 
weekends however, Lake Shore charter service was augment
ed by buses from the SLCL fleet. 

As the 1960's began, ridership continued to decline. In 1963 
it was sliding toward 10,000,000. By 1965 it was down to 
seven million. By 1969 it stood at 4,180,000. The financial 
situation had deteriorated accordingly; SLCL was caught in 
the vicious circle of having to raise fares and reduce ser
vice, which in turn reduced riders. In the irocess mainten
ance suffered badly. 

There had been a small operating loss in 1963. The next 
three years were in the black, perhaps due to the acquisi
tion of Lake Shore, but earnings from operations plunged 
in 1967. National City Lines indicated in the course of a 
strike in that year that it wished to be relieved of the 
obligation to provide mass transit in Salt Lake City. 

Ridership at this point was virtually all captive, com
posed of those who had no other alternative for transpor
tation. And even the captives seemed to be dropping, as 
they managed to find other means. It appears, too, that 
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APPROXIMATE AVERAGE HEADWAYS 

October, 1968 

1 15th East 
9th - 6th Ave 

2 State Capitol 

3 Third Avenue 

4 Fort Douglas 

5 State Street - Midvale/Sandy 
13th East - 19th East 

7 9th East 
4th East - Union 

8 7th East 
11th East 

10 Fairgrounds - North 5th West 
Poplar Grove - South 8th West 

14 Center Street - South 2nd West 

15 Mill Creek Canyon 
Wasatch Springs 

16 Holladay 

19 Riverton 

Notes: 1 Monday and Friday shopping nights only 
2 Combined with line 4 Sunday and evening 

there were a large number of citizens who felt that the 
system might as well die, or who had no feelings one way or 
the other. Nevertheless, the city realized that the per
haps four per cent of its residents who used the service 
would have to be accomodated in some way. Talks began with 
the company on proposals that the city take over the sys
tem. 

Downtown businessmen were especially concerned about the 
effect of loss of service. From time to time proposals for 
some kind of circulator service were floated. In 1967 a 
pair of specially painted TDH-4008 buses were used to set 
up a loop service on Main, South Temple, State and 4th 
South . 

Relief for the problem would soon arrive, but from an unex
pected source. In October of 1966, Dale Barratt was appoint
ed general manager of the Southern California Rapid Transit 

TDH-4512 number 3796 loads a Mill Creek run on a 
typical wide downtown street. The two-tone green 
paint was in vogue when this was taken on October 
19, 1968. --G. L. Squier 

March, 1987 

Weekdays 
AM Base PM Nisht Sat. Sun. 

20 30 20 60 30 60 
45 60 45 60 60 60 

15 30 20 601 30 

30 30 30 2 30 2 

20 30 30 60 30 60 

13 20/60 17 30/60 20/60 30/60 
10/20 20/40 10/20 30/60 20/40 30/60 

26 30 26 601 30 
25 30 30 601 30 

18 30 12 60 30 60 
15 30 15 60 30 60 

30 40 30 120 60 120 
30 40 30 90/120 60 120 

60 60 

20/40 30/60 20/40 30/60 
30 30 30 60 30 60 

30 90 30 90 

1 RT 1 RT 2 RT 

District; he remained a director of the Eastern Mass. When 
it was sold to the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Author
ity in March of 1968, he remained associated with the sub
sidiary Union Street Railway which was not involved in the 
transaction. Barratt left the RTD in July after having 
taken the presidency of the Union Street Railway Co. He 
soon approached representatives of the city about the trou
bled transit situation in Salt Lake City. 

As an interim solution to the problem of maintaining ser
vice, the city in August 1968, reached an agreement with 
Barratt that the USR would acquire the stock of SLCL and 
operate the system for two years. Salt Lake City agreed to 
provide a subsidy of $210,000 over the period. Much of the 
money would go to increase wage rates, which at this time 
were among the lowest in the country. The city also ob
tained an option to purchase the system at the end of the 
two-year period. 
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USR took over SI.CL operation on September 1, 1968. At that 
time, Barratt indicated that there were no plans to buy 
more buses, nor would the fleet be completely repainted. 
He did, however, promise a stepped-up maintenance program. 

The Public Service Commission approved an increase in 
fare from 25 to 30 cents, authorized a monthly pass for 
$12, and allowed other fare adjustments. 

Uperation of Lake Shore Motor Coach Lines, sold to SLCL by 
Barratt earlier, now presented a problem. After Lake Shore 
had been purchased its maintenance and management were 
merged with Salt Lake City Lines. The subsidy from Salt 
Lake City could not be used for support of operations out
side of Salt Lake County. Since Lake Shore's route to 
Ogden took it into Davis and Weber Counties, the contract 
required that SLCL and Lake Shore be separated. After con
siderable legal maneuvering, Lake Shore was sold to Cook 
Transportation in May 1969. 

Salt Lake City Lines had made a number of changes in routes 
in attempts to stem the flow of red ink, The process was 
continued by the new management. Changes in place by June 
29, 1969 were as follows: 

Route 1 - 6th and 9th Avenue was changed into a 
loop, with 9th Avenue buses operating clockwise 
and 6th Avenue counter-clockwise. Even before 
the loop was established, 9th Avenue runs had 
been altered to include service to the hospital 
area reached by Route 6, which was discontinued. 

Evening service on Route 4 - South Temple was 
discontinued, but service to the University of 
Utah was taken over by Route 3 - Third Avenue. 
A few rush-hour runs on Route 7 - 4th East were 
extended to Union, and Route 17 - Union was 
discontinued. 

Route 10 - Poplar Grove and South 8th West were 
combined in a loop, with South 8th West running 
clockwise and Poplar Grove counter-clockwise. 
At the opposite end, Fairgrounds and North 5th 
West were also combined into a loop. Service on 
Route 14 was limited to rush hours, wi th but a 
single run on South 2nd West mornings and even
ings. 

On 15, only rush hour service was provided north 
of 8th North and Beck. Service to Riverton 
(Route 19) was discontinued, as well as service 
to the airport. 
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Left , One of the first new-look buses in town , TDH-4517 
number 4039 is snapfed at First South & Main in January , 
1971. Only the rectangular UTA placard shows the change 
in ownership. 

Below, The last buses acquired by private OWIErship 
in Salt Lake City were 40 GM model TDH-5103 buses. The 
buses were 20 years old wren acquired from the Southern 
California Rapid Transit District by Dale Barratt. Here 
bus 5107 passes 4th South and Main on October 6, 1969. 

Base service on the busiest lines was now on a JO-minute 
headway through downtown, with hourly service on branches 
at the outer ends. There were a few added runs in rush 
hours. Evening service was curtailed, and all Sunday ser
vice ceased on the seven of twelve routes which had offer
ed it. At this time, the city was paying a monthly subsidy 
of $6,250. to SLCL. 

In June of 1969 forty model TDH-5103 buses dating to 1950 
and 1951 were obtained by Dale Barratt from the Southern 
California Rapid Transit District in a transaction that 
would subsequently result in considerable controversy. 
These buses would make up the bulk of those needed to oper
ate the system in what would be its final period of opera
tion as Salt Lake City Lines. 

The City and County had asked the state legislature to 
pass legislation allowing the establishment of public tran
sit districts. The legislature did not do so in the 1969 
regular session, but in a special session later that year 
it passed the Utah Public Tr·ansit District Act. This auth
orized the establishment of transit districts which over
lapped political boundaries if approved by the voters in 
the proposed districts. 

Voters in Salt Lake City, Murray, South Salt Lake and San
dy approved the establishment of the Utah Transit Author
ity in the November, 1969 elections. Residents of other 
areas in Salt Lake County also approved the district in a 
1970 vote. 
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4049 was the last of an order of 10 
model TDH-4517 buses received in 1962. 
It was snapped transporting downtown 
shoppers in the last years of Salt 
Lake City Lines. --G. L. Squier 
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With his two year operating contract coming to an end, Dale 
Barratt offered in the spring of 1970 to sell Salt Lake City 
Lines a price of $572,000; the City Commission countered at 
$472,000. Two subsequent offers by Barratt of $652,000 and 
$571,200 were also rejected, and he volunteered to contin
ue service on a month-to-month loss-reimbursement basis 
after the July 1 expiration date, if a settlement or a sale 
price could not be reached. 

The City Commissioners confronted with the option date and 
facing a monthly subsidy payment which had grown to $11,250 
plus reimbursement of additional losses, voted on June 17 
to purchase Salt Lake City Lines for $530,000. Some 
$390,000 in municipal funding was made available with the 
remainder to be provided by a federal grant. 

An application for a grant of $907,419 in federal funds was 
prepared and submitted to the Urban Mass Transit Adminis
tration to cover the purchase of SLCL and establish a base 
for UTA. The grant was to be matched with local funds of 
$453,710 from Salt Lake City and other municipalities with
in the UTA boundaries. The grant application was approved 
and UTA took over operation of the former Salt Lake City 
Lines on August 10, 1970. No real estate changed hands in 
the sale, so UTA moved the 68 remaining buses to temporary 
facilities north of the city pending completion of its new 
shop and office complex 

Another former Los Angeles TDH-5103, bus 5117 shows its 
heritage by the • welcome Aboard" legend just behind the 
front door. These one time Pacific Electric buses 
finished their days .far from home. 
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